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l\IETEOR CRATER
(FORMl~RLY CALLED COO::-J :Mm-,~XL\lN OR coo::-r HeTTI.:)

I)J I'\ORTIIER)J CE)JTRAL ARIZO)J ,\*
It afforus me pleasure to attempt to describe brietly S()l11C of the
features of ?deteor Cratcr, Arizona, the origin of "which 1. have been
privileged to be chiefly instrumental in discovering.
I shall suudivide my paper into six headings as follows:
First. Topography and geology of the region i111111Cdi3tdy surrounding the crater.
Second. Description of the main features of the crater itself,
including a description of the ejected rock fragments and of the two
kinds of metamorphosed sandstone known to us as "\'ariety A" and
Variety B."
Third. The kinds of meteoric iron and meteoric ;!'Otl oxide
found on the outside plain and among the ejected rock fragmcnts
on the outer slopc~ of the crater rim.
Fourth. The kinds of meteoric material which have been found
to exist in the depths of the crakr.
l·'ifth. Conclusions.
Sixth. \Yhat has become of the projectile?
.j

TOP()CIL\PIlY AXD CIWLOGY.

The topography immuiiatdy around the crater IS that of a more
or less leyel rocky plain with a very tbin covering of soil. In places
the soil is entirely ahsent. owing largely to the violent winds which
prevail at certain seasons of the year. There are no trees on this
plain except many stunted cedars on a rather large ar'.'a, several
miles to the south, and except a sparse growth of cottonwoods and
walnuts along the water courses.
The \yater flows in torrents
through the deep box canyons in the flood season, but for the rest
of the year there is little or no watcr in tbem, owing to the lack of
rain. The slightly rolling plain is sparsely covered by the usual sage
brosh and grass characteristic of this desert region. Porti,)l1s of the
plain, as in the case of the exact location of the crater) were covered
at the time it was made, probably in historical times, as now, by a
thin bed of purplish red sandstone having in places a shal:v structure.
This stratum of sandstone, like all the undisturbed strata underneath
it. is horizontal. Other portions of the plain, especially to the westward of the crater. are marked by thc outcroppings of the uppermost
layers of the underlying Aubrey (Carboniferous) limestone, which is
well shown 110t only in the crater walls. but in the neighboring gorge
of Canyon Diablo, two and one-half miles distant to the west.
Dotted here and there over the plain, as accidents of erosion. are
:,nany small. isolated bt1tt(~s of the purplish red sandstone showing
tIlt' contact between it and the limestone,
There are 110 eruptive
iOcks of any sort nearer than Sunset :"Iountain some nirie miles
distant. This is formed hy an 01(1 volcano and the lava which flowed
from it. To the northwest and \vest some fortv odd miles ..are the
•
.
•
• •
A->'/fl7{.~. 4-? t /..... »t-.n->,,"-i7.~~u
San FranCISCO ~lmmtalt1s, w1th theIr numerous craters and the great
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flmys of lava \\hieh poured out from them over the surrounding area
of level sedimC'ntary rocks.

The rocks \vith which we afe immediately concerned are, general1y
speaking, the Grand Canyon series, and arc as follows: First, some
40 or 50 feet of the purplish red 511;11)' sandstone above rcferreu to.
CndCfneath this 250 ~ feet of a yello\vish gray, arenaceous limestone. ·Cndernc<lth this there is a stratum of about 1000 fect in
thickness (as nearly as we can estimate it) of what we know as the
white or gray saccharoidal sandstone, in places cross bedded. This
stratum is beautifully 5110\\"11 in the "valls of the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado some 5So miles distant, and is known there as the \Vhite
\Va11 or Cross Bedded sandstone.
As at the Grand Canyon this \vhite or gray sandstone is underlaid by a clark red sandstone stratum, known as the Red Beds or the
Red Sands) of abont Ol1e thulls<lnu feet in thickness at the Grand
Canyon and of l1nknown thickness at J\~Ieteor Crater.
One point to which I wish particularly to call attention is that \ve
kTW\V from onr drilling and from the ejected rock fragments that
the lower two hundred feet of the white or gray saccharoidal sand·
stone (which for the greater part of its thickncss is a sandstone
which is singularly whitc and of exceptional purity) is la:-gcly composed of sand grains of yellowish, and finally immediately above the
Red Beds of brownish red color. This point is of importance, as
'will be Seen later. 'rile whole stratum is a loose textured, incoherent
san(istone, ane] thls is partictl1arly true, so far as we know, of its
10-\\'er portions just referred to.
\Vith the much more compact 'Red Deds sandstone immediately
underneath this stratum we arc not immediately concerned, for no
picc~ of this stratmll has heen thrown out to form a part of the
great mass of ejected rock fragments comprising in a large measure
the e1eyation formerly kno\vn as Coon .:\Iountain or Coon Butte.
011r driB, hO\ycver, has pcne'lratecl these Red Beds in a number of
places. I have with me samples of the drill cores and a complete log
of all the drilling. This sandstone has been fOllnd to be in place, to
be unaltered and to he occupying a horizontal position. These facts
are indisputahly shown by the cores hrol1ght up by the drilL III short
it IS. so :far 85 we no\v kIlOW, practically certain that this Red Beds
stratu111 was not particlllarly affected when the crater was made,
certainly not to the extent of having becn thrown out, violently clistl1rl)cd. or having been metamorphosed. In my paper read before
the Academy of Xatural Sciences of Philadelphia four years ago I
made the mistake, O\ving to the similarity in color, of thinking that
a portion of the Red Beds had been thrown ont. I 11mv5"",,,,~~;:;;:c~
kno\v that
the brmvnish red fragments are from what we term the brmvn sandstone, aho\'c referred to, \\'hieh overlies the Red Beds. 91-~ .~~-..re",<, }-~~
.<1 he dnl1111g
. . of some twenty five I10 ICS 111
.
...r.rr.....~~~"..5 s·
the generally central
portion of the floor of the crater bas absolutely demon~tratul the
general correctness of the above- statements. I should add that no
piece 0 f 1§.,"'11COllS or eruptive rock has been enrotllliere'J by us in
connection with onr \York, or exists ill place vdthin less than nine
miles of the crater.
GE0:ERAL DESCRIrTIOX OF TIlE cRxrER AND OF THE EJEcTF;D ROCK
FR.-\G}'TE~TS.

It should he j'c1l1cmhcrrd that the \Yord crater is used simply for

want of a bettcr term to descrihe a great basin like hole in the onginally horizontal strata, and because in slJape it is not at all unlike a
volcanic crater. \Vc now definitely know, and I tllink I shall l)c
able to shO\v you, that it \Y3S not produced hy any volcanic agency.
r have hau a vcry accmate map made of the crat . .T, as \\'e11 as a
necessarily more or less rough sketch showing the distribution of
the ejected rock fragmellls. I have also had ntade a llluch more
accurate map showillg the distribution of the mdcoric material concentrically sllf[ounuing the crater. i\ careful study of tllese maps,
which arc printed herewith, should be wade by those who afC inter··
ested in the various questions which will be disctlssecl in this paper.
The crater, as will be seen by referring to the map, is nearly
round and is, roughly speaking. about 4000 feet, or something over
three-quarters of a mile. ill diameter. It is of an average depth
from the ri111 to the interior celltral plain; or more or le~~ level Hoar,
of ahout 570 feet. The limestone and sandstone strata exposed In
the walls dip away from the ccnter of the crater at varying
angles, as shOlyn on the map. The fact that the strata are l:plifted in
this way of course contributes to form the rim and the elevation
heretofore known as Coon ::\l0l111tain or Coon Butte. The compact
timestone lled is \'ery prominent in the crater wails, anD where it is
nearly horizontal causes the cliffs to he llea rly perpendicular.
A
very interesting feature in the southern portion of the crater is that
for a distance of half a mile, measurillg around the rim, this limestone <{nd the underlying sandstone have been. vertically lifted as a
111a:,>s more th,m oue hundred feet out of their original position,
Careful aneroid measurements show that the uplift of thi~ great mass
of rock is lOS feet. I mean measuring from the top of the perfectly
level limestone bed. where we know it to be in place on the outside
level plaiu. to the top of tile sallle lil1H.:stone bed, where we know it
to be out of place in the sOll,tll \,·all of the .crate~j but where it is aho
• }u~ 1 h.+.-<.a.--{..tA::....£-~ .. '-"--"'4-·:Y~£L ~.:4..-/- /."<.-;(--....z;-4!t::-~~~.
,
IY111g}.,lC\'Cl, Al he cause at tne uphn ot flllS tremendous WeIght of
rock (probably some 20 to 30 million tons) may 1.;e found in the fact
of the meteoric mass havi1lg wedged itself l.mdcrneatll, or in the
dcn:lopment underue;tth it of a vast amount of sllattereu rock, or by
the formation beneath it of great quantities of what we know as
Variety "-\ alld \'ariety 13 of tile metamorphuseJ sandstone. Directly
oppo,;:ic ill the northern rim of the crater, between \V. X. \\-. and
:-..~. \\", to X, ::\. E. (the line "B~lJ" on the map passes nearly through
the center of it) t11(:re is to he seen, \\'11en the observer approaches
frum the llo-rth, a \"Cry lluticeable hJ\Y pIae'>: or depression in the crater
rim. Attentioll is called to the fact that this is Hot onl)! opposite to
but that it CUlT('spolHI:, (luik c1e>sdy ill length with the great \'(''rtical
upliit of the strata itl the southern wal1. It has heen sug,~ested that
the iprush of the air accompanying the projectile may han:, prudl1ccd
this low place in the ll()rtlwrn rim. It i~ partly SLUWll in one of the
general \'iews of J-/l(' crater. The southern eliJIs arc also fairly \vell
sbtl\\'ll in thcc;e photographs.
The ejected sharply angular rock fragments are of all sizes and
shapes, from great i1lasses of limestone weighing perhaps 111 excess
of 4u(X) tOllS, down to microscopic panicles of crystalline quartz
\yhieh we know as "silica" or rock nour, as it has heen aptly called.
There are a great mallY million tOllS of this latter fnateria1. It
prohahly forms fifteen or twenty per cent. or more of the entire
material thrown out of the crater. It is absolutely certain that this
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rock flonr is pnJYcrizcd ,c;.:wclc;tone. In no case afC the Tittle micro"
scopic, sharply angular, particles of crystalline quartz larger than one
of the very s111<111, water worn grQ111S of quartz which compose the
white or gray sandstone. A very large proportioJl, i1 not most of it.wiB pass through a 200 111esh screen, the finest of all wire screens. It
is very interesting material, and in my opinion cannot have been
formect) much less Clistrihnted as it is at present, by any other agency
than hy the imp;::;.ct of a body or a group of bodies f a1ling Olit of space,
ann moving at high speed. It fills in a large degree, with the included
rock fragments great and small and the metamorphosed sandstone
vyhich 'will he described, the lower portion of the crater) and is the
material ·which forms in a large degree .the ollter slopes of the rim,
where in places it is at,mixul ·with the larger angular limestone and
::;;lndstone fragments vf'ry abundantly. In other places it is C0111paradydy frcc from them. In some places it looks as if it had
,,'cHed out of the crater Eke H011r 011t of a barrel. In places great
qllantlties of the met;nl1orphosed sandstone (principally Variety A)
have been eXpelle(l from the crater and have disintegrated into this
silica or rock fhl1r. Vv'e have ~pecimcns of this metamorphosed or
partly metamorphosed sandstone showing a gradation from the
almost nnctltercd white or gray sandstone do\Yn to this rock fioHr.
Some arc. colhTcnt, others ~ll-e incoherent, some conbin a large percentage of unbroken \Yater-worn quartz grains; there are others
in ,\"hieh it is impossihle to find a single unbroken sand grain. These
specimens D1l1st he seen to lie appreciated. Time does not permit me
to emphasize the fJet that these ill themselves, and entirely apart
from the great amUl1nt of other proof, r)resent illcontrovertible proof
th3.t this crater could not haye been produced in any other way than
by the inlpaet of a proj('(~tile falling 011t of space and moving at high
speen, The rock flour is exposed by erosion ill a number of places
on the 5011th rim, that is to say, the south slopes of the "mountain,"
At one pbcc in particulat thuc is an arroya some two or three hundred yards long and some ten to t\yC'lvc feet deep, where this very
white rock flollr is naturally c;';Pt)SCCI. In analysis it often shO\ys
l1p\\'arcls of :;8 and 99 per cent. silica.
The amol111t of rock di~lodged a1lel partly tl1fo,yn out of the crater
has been estimcltC(\ at oycr three hl1ndrc(l million tons.
A vast
amount of the surroundillg rock in addition has heen v10lentli disturberL (111 pa;·~sil1g it should )(' noted that it is practically impossible to estimate accl1ratvly the amount of \\-urk done or energy
e:x:pClHh.'d; alm(l~t "s imp0ssiblc as it is to estimate the spced at \\"11ic.11
the projectile was moving \\"he11 it struck. Tllcreforc it becomes
extremely difficult tr} mclke a reliable estimate as to the weight of
the projt'C'tilc. As it set')l1S to me, all that we can knfl\V with certainty is that its weight 1T1nst han: hCE'l1 vcry great.) It is very difficult, if not impossihle, to form a correct cstirnatc of the amount of
thc dislodged anc] ejected materi;:L I think tl1at this can be clearly
shown to anyone who will visit the locality. fn the first place)
it is next to illlpossible 10 know "\\"ilhout il1l1111llCrab1c shafts
just how deep it is to f0Ck in place, frequently tilted etHd brokc:n
strata. on the outside of the rim. Ag:t111 it is impossihle to know
without most complete exploration what the shape of the invisible
true hotto1l1 of the crater is, inaslll11ch a~ it i)'!1:.l1;i f.£.r ahout one-half
of its depth with the rock fragments which hav~rolled back into it and
4

with some 70 to 90 feet of lacustrine or lake sediments formed at a
time when the bottom of the crater was the bed of a smalllake.* Nor
is it possible to estimate the amount of talus at the base of the limestone cliffs. Finally there can be no doubt that enormous quantities
of the fmely divided rock flour have been blown away from the slopes
of the so-called mountain by the violent winds that rage in the
locality.
Some of the rock fragments have been ejected to an extreme distan<.;c of about one and one-half to two miles from the crater. These
are pieces of compact limestone weighing from fifty to several hundred pounds. The larger fragments, and especially the very large
fragments, are distributed rather closely around the crater', say not
to exceed a quarter of a mile from the rim. As will be seen from
the map, there are two remarkable fields of big boulders, as they
are locally termed, or very large angular limestone fragments, weighing hundreds and even thousands of tons, opposite to each other, one
on the eastern side and one on the western side of the crater. The
symmetry which is seen in the walls of the crater and in the ejected
rock fragments is very remarkable and furnishes in itself one of
the many proofs against a volcanic origin of the crater. By consulting the map you will notice that not only are these very large
rock fragments on the outside distributed more or less symmetrically.
but that, commencing at a point which we ,vill name as north northwest, the strata exposed in the walls of the crater gradually increase
in dip as you go around the crater in either direction to the south,
from 5 degrees up to vertical and in one place they are slightly overturned. The greatest amount of ejected material lies on the south
slopes of the mountain, where it is also more comminuted than ~lse
where. This symmetry along the line "B_Bn shown on the map
is not accidental and would be impossible if a steam explosion had
caused the crater. Then there arc several interesting spurts or jets
of rock fragments to be observed on the outside rim from N. N. ViI.
to E. S. E., which are composed entirely of white sandstone fragments overlying limestone fragments. These jets of sandstone
fragments are of great interest. It does not seem probable to me
that they could have been macle in any other way than by the impact
of a projectile. They can be duplicated by such an impact, that is
to say, by a rifle bullet fired out of a high power rifle, but they cannot
be duplicated by any sort of a gas explosion. Anyone who is
familiar ,vith the action of explosives will, I think, bear me out
in this \vhen he has visited the locality. An explosion from beneath
(such as the Hell Gate explosion or the explosions employed to
break up the "nitrate" in Chile) separates and scatters the material
in a very different and characteristic way. The spurts or jets of
rock fragments could not, it seems to me, have been produced by an
explosion from beneath. Again, the rock fragments on the outside
rim, while often intimately admixed over small areas, always
lie, when considered in a large way, in the reverse order of their
geological occurrence when undisturbed. That is, the limestone
fragments are on top of the purplish red sandstone, and the white

*Dr. W. II. Dall will soon examine the fossil shells found in
these sediments with the object of determining as nearly as possible
the age of the sediments.
Dr. Dal( has since reported that these . 'are all recent species, local to the region of the
S{Jutll\H·~tern U. S."
This is in further corroboration of a statement made in a previous paper
(Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Phila.-Dec. I905-P. 868) that the crater is of comparalively recent
origin and that pwbably, ollly a few l!tuutiand years at the most have elapsed since it was made by
the impact of the head of a very smaU comet.
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sandstone fragments arc on top of the limestone fragments; all
of which is strongly suggestive of the ploughing effect of a projectile. In this connection there are 011 the surface of the southeast rim thousands of tons of brown sandstone fragments, or
brown sand dl1C to their disintegration.
As above stated, we
kno\v by our drilling that tbis brown sandstone is found only in
the lower por~ion of the white or gray saccharoidal sandstone
stratum. Petrographically, as Dr. G. P. l\ferri11 has pointed out, it
is the same rock and is different from the somewhat darker and
much more compact s<111(lstone of the underlying Red Beds. 'fhe
fact that this very large amount of brown sand and brown sandstone
fragments, stratigraphically the lo\yest of all the rocks ejected, is found
in quantity at tbis particular locality on the rim and nowhere else,
and is on top of the other ejected material, is significant, and it should
not he forgotten is in absolute accord with the symmetry above
referred to.
These brown sandstone fragments could not, it is
argued, lie on top of the white sandstone fragments, and they in
turn could not lie on top of the limestone fragments if a steam
explosion had caused the crater.
I have the permission of Professor vVilliam F. 1Iagie to state
that the map of the crater which has recently been made is as correct
as it has been possible to make it, and that it has not been distorted
in any \vay 111 order to fit any theory. I am glad to say that Professor :M agie was able to spend t\VO weeks at the crater with me this
summer and to examine very carefully all the phenomena in connection therewith many of which the space of this paper will not permit
me to dwell upon.
THE !-.IETAMORPHOSED SANDSTONE.

The metamorphosed sandstone is of peculiar and of great interest.
\Vhat we have termed Variety A consists
of angular fragments of undoubtedly original sandstone, still showing thc bedding planes, bl1t often ''''1th strongly marked slaty structure
at more or less right angles to the bedding planes, which slaty structure can be due only to the exercise of very great lateral or perhaps
radial pressure. Dr.]. ,V. 1Iallet was the first to assnre me that this
rock was certainly of terrestrb,l origin, I had submitted one of the
first specimcns fouud in the main shaft. \\'hich \\!c attempted to sink
in the center of the crater, to him for examination, since I had never
seen a rock like it. The utter destruction of the individual sand
grains and the superinducing of this more or less vertical slaty structitre by pressure before the rock was dislodgecl and thrown Qut, is
simply unexplainable on any other theory than that of terrific and
sudden shock, with waves of concussion and pressure radiating outwardly; all of which is again absolutely opposed, of course, to th~
steam explosion theory of origin. That this rock was heated highly
there can be no doubt, but that it ,vas quite dry at the time it was
metamorphosed there also seems to be no doubt. \Vbile I have
found it to contain now and then some unbroken sand grains, it is
composed almost entirely of minute fragments of crystalline quartz,
each of them smaller than one of the original sand grains of which
the rock \,-'as composed. The bedding planes are still well 5hmvn, and
an interesting fact is that they are not always at right angles, but
are frequently at different oblique angles, to the slaty structure above

It is of t\VO varieties.
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referred to. This fact alone practically nccessitates this metamorphosed rock having been made by a projectile advancing through the
rock strata of which these are fragments. The following simple
diagram will show what is meant.
All of this was recognized almost
as soon as these peculiar rock
specimens were found, and wa~
discussed at the time in correspondence with Dr. Mallet. A
specimen of Variety A, however, to which Dr. ], c. Branner
called attention when he was at
the crater several years ago, includes small areas of what we
have known as Variety B, which is a vesicular metamorphosed
rock, looking not unlike pumice stone, in which by far the greater part
.
..
of the metamorphosed quartz is amorphous and not crystalline. h.J/7v L--j;-{_",...~_-"-.J ~
Many angular fragments of this interesting metamorphosed sand- .e,.;<.-cju---~--L -7 r:>7j.
stone have been found. \Vhen examined under the polariscope these
~-<--:>/;~~. /i2 "'1 ~o .
vesicular pieces of Variety B show little particles of crystalline quartz
scattered now and then throughout the mass of amorphous quartz,
of which the rock is almost wholly composed.
There is, so far as we know, vastly more of V ~nety A than of
Variety B, but much of the former, since it was expelled from the
crater, has disintegrated into what we know as silica or rock flour,
and we have only been able to get good specimens, especially those
showing the slaty structure, fro111 the bottom of the main shaft which
we attempted to sink in the middle of the crater. One of the drill
holes (No.7), however, showed some fifty-odd feet of Variety A
at the depth of from 530 to 584 feet.
In passing I should say that it was found impossible to sink our
main shaft more than 222 feet, or about 25 feet below water level,
because of the peculiar quicksand, formed by the water saturated
silica, which we encountered; also that, in my judgment, it will be
impossible to properly explore the depths of the central portion of
the crater until we shall have removed the water which we now know
fills its lower portion. Fortunately this part of the crater has been
fairly well prospected by the drill. The water seems to be held in
the quicksand above referred to and to be confined to the crater, from
the catchment area of which it is probably derived. It does not seem
.
to exist in quantity in the surrounding undisturbed sandstone. It
hd ,~;:;[~..,( is probable that a shaft can be sunk in the crater through the talus
fT1t>--L NJ..-l-w"-->- and close to the walls, where we know the rock fragments to be much
larger than in the central portion, and where there is also much less
silica or rock flour.
In one of the small prospecting shafts in the bottom of the crater
which was carried down only to water level, and subsequently also
quite far down on the outer slopes of the rim, we have found a few
remarkable specimens of what we know as Variety B of the metamorphosed sandstone. These certainly represent :1queo-igneous
fusion, as Dr. J\fal1et was the first to point out. As in the case of
Variety A the Hnes of sedimentation are still more or less distinctly
preserved in this peculiar vesicular metamorphosed rock. The bedding planes, however, are distorted and are frequently lifted up one
from the other, with minute filaments of amorphous quartz connect7

ing the two. The whole appearance of this yery whlte rock is, not
unlike that of very light, spongy bread. As shown by the drill, it is
oftcn sparingly admixed in the depths of the crater with blllhh
opalescent quartz, and in one sp.ecimen, seCllred from No.2 ,prospect-;
ing shaft, a mass of Variety B shows on its outside a very consider:--,
able quantity of this opalescent quartz, which has apparently been
liquid. Now Variety B, I assume, was, not heated much more highly
than Variety A, but, O\ving to the presence of 'water, semi-fusion,
or, as in the case of the opalescent quartz,_complete fusion could take,
place, which was impossible in the case of Variety A. It is very
wonderful to think hmv this vesicular -metamorphosed rock was
formed in a sma11 fraction of a se('ond and \Vas afterwards hurled'
to, the outside plain, as has occurred in 'a few cases'. Practically all
of the pieces of Variety B \yhich have been thrown out of the crater
have been fonnd between the spurts of white or gray sandstone, and
have been confined to a 'rather small area about 1200 feet from
the nm to the E. N. E. Variety B might be considered'
to be quite similar to geyserite were it not for two things
-fi,·st, as Professor S. L. Penfield showed, while almost wholly
composed of amorphous quartz, it undoubtedly contains some of ,the
crystalline fragments of -which Variety A is practically wholly C0111:,_
posed, and s.econd, it ,is now and then smeared with or otherwt-se
associated with the bluish opalescent quartz, which undoubtedly rep-:
resents more perfect fusion of the original sandstone. There is reason,
to think that portions of V arietx _A and Variety D were formed close
to the advancing projectile, 5in~e~ents have, been fonnd which
arc stained \vith the oxides of iron and nickel. They also represent
the rock which \:vas most highly heated and seems to have been
subjected to the greatest pressure,'/~rT<-"'( ~---/..---.~.-..t.-r.- ~~ ~/?~~,
The specimens of Variety B, which are Qften so light as to float ~
:..Jon water, must be seen (0 be appreciated. When they are studied ~.,.c-4"
carefully they, like the specimens of Variety A, will be found to ~ .r........ .,.,/,:;_
constitute an irrefutable argument against any volcanic or steam
explosion theory of origin of the crater.
I should perhaps add at this point that I have failed to see any
evidence of the- action of steam except in a very small \-yay in forming
Variety B. It is not necessary to presuppose an explosion on a l<,trge'scale of any sort.- As I read them, the facts are all <:.gainst any
explosion except those represented by small and relatively unimportant puffs of steam where there was \vater in the sandstone.
4..-.

THE Kl::\DS of METEORIC IRON AND IRON OX-IDE FOUND OUTSIDE of

'fIn: CRATEn.

The ordinary Canyon Diablo iron _meteorites and their composition
(about 91 to 92 per cent. ir.o11 and about 8 per cent. nickel) are well
v'"
/110\\n to the sCientific \\orId; also the fact that they contall1 micro')Yn v"'VSCOP1C diamonds. \Ye \vere the first to sho\v that they contain platiW ~. ""v~.v num and iridium to the extent of from /i an ounce to }i of an ounce
,
/-'-~ f'./
per ton of iron. Xo description of the specimens of this class of
(
meteoric iron is necessary, except'to point out that they arc not
readily oxidizable. Hundreds of such pieces had been shipped from
the region in th~ vicinity of the crater to museums all over the world
beJore we, ~ecure<:l pos~ession of the propc:rty: Before then} and
8

hefore we had proved the simultaneity in time between the fall of
this and the other class of mcteoric iron, hereafter described, and
the formation of the crater, it was not known, however, that the
crater was practically in the exact center of an area on which lay
many more meteoric iron specimens than have ever been found on
all the rest of the world's surface, Literally, rnallY thousands of such
specimens have been found, The map which shO\vs the distribution
of the meteoric material will bring out this remarkahle fact. This
map has heen carefully made and may be considered as accurate as
such a general lllap can be.
It will show that no meteoric material has been found further than
five awl one-half :l1iles away from the cratcr. . . . . . . over twice as far as
the ejected rock fragments are found-and that it increases in
abundance as one draws near to the crater. It is practically proved,
as \vill be seen, that most of the individuals of this so-called
"shO\'\'er" do not reprt~sent the eIIect of the bursting in the atmosphere
of a].l enormous siderite, as is commonly supposed.
CIltil we aUluired possession of the property and until \ve began
to sink shafts and make cuts in the silica and rock fragments on. the
slopes of the mountain, it was not known that this ejected material
contained meteoric iron. This exploration work discovered another
variety of meteoric iron, previously unknown, which is represented by
what are now known as "shale balls." These (and there can be no
doubt of this) are generally rounded or globular disintegrating
masses of meteoric iron and nickel oxide, many of them containing
solid nickel iron centers, \Vith others, I had at first thought that
the iron and nickel oxide of which these shale balls are sometimes
entirely composed, and 'with which they are always covered when
they have an iron center, was due to the burning of these meteorites
in their passage throngh the earth's atmosphere. Professor O. C. Farrington was the first to take issue with me on this point, amI I am now
convinced that he was right. In fact, it is now proved tnat this iron
oxide or shale (the name was gi\'en to it because of the p~culiar shaly
structure so often noticed in this material) is due to terrestrial oxidation of this peculiar shale ball iron! which it must be understood is
chemically different from the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites in
that it contain~ very small quantities of chlorine, which is practically
absent in the latter. Otherwise in chemical analysis they are quite
similar. They also contain microscopic diamonds and, I assume, 'a
small amount of platinum c:-nd iridium, \Ve have encountered in
our shafts and cuts on the Ollter slopes of the mountain more than
a hundred of these so-called shale balls. I call attention again to
the remarkable fact that they are never angular, hut as stated, always
seem to be rounded, and globular or oval in shape. Sometimes they
are pear or almond shaped. They are frequently found on the outside plain entirely converted by terrestrial decomposition into iron
shale, yet retaining the general outline of their original shape.
'\'hen sawcu in two these specimens arc very interesting. \Vhat
appear to be \Vidmanstatten figures can still be dimly seen in some
of tbem.
The iron shale with \vhich they are covereJ is oftcn
exactly similar, even to the characteristic roughly triangular shape,
to many of the thousands of pieces of iron shale \vhich are strev{n
over the plain. The largrst shale ball with an iron center which we
!lave so far founel \ycighcd somc forty odd pounds. Those \vith
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iron centers have hecn fOl1nrl-in the fock fragmcnts and ~~ihlca on the
slopes of the 11101l11tain, ,yhere they have bccn protected from complete oxidation, hut they have not been f011nd at any considerahle
depth in thrse ejected fragments so far. They are l1s11<'111y found
in the upper portion of the ejected material. The deepest fonnel \yas
at 27 feet. It is interesting that they afC overlaid in 110 particular
order by limestone and white ami red sandstone fragments which
come from the adjacent crater, and it is certain that they and the
rock fragments over1ying and t1ndcrlying them have not been moved
appreciably since the t1m(' they came to rest in their present sl1rroundings. \Yhcre they lie in the almost snow \vhite silica they have in
decomposing stained it for only a few inches around each specimen.
The evidence is all against their rounckel or globular shape being due
to terrestrial decomposition. It 1s interesting that so far no piece of
the ordinary 1111ox1diza111e C2cnyon Diablo iron has yet been fonnd
deeply emhedded in the silica on the slopes of the mountain, but
always on top of it, that is on or vcry ncar the surface, \yhere many
11llndreds of specimens have been found.
I have 110 completely
satisfactory explanation to offer for this fact.
An interesting discovery was made in making a trench for the
pipe line fro111 onf reservoir in Canyon Diahlo. A piece of iron was
found, one end of which WDS composed of the shale ball variety of
iron and Ow_ other end of the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderite
variety. Other spcc1mens show the same thing on a smaller scale.
One has been found with quite a large amount of iron shale adhering
to it; others \vith a less q11antity. It is therdnre certain that these
~ 1\\'0 classes of irons have freCll1ently f01'med part of the same mass,
probably grading on<2 into the other. It is certain th1.t what we
know as the shale haH variety of iron frequently disintegrates or
oxidizes with remarkable rapidity, probably in proportion to the percentage of chlorine -which it contains. For example, a solid iron
center \vhich we dug ont of the silica and l'Qck fragments on the
a'1~,r/0/A ~Ci.~·L-r'~"~'
outer slopes of the crater rim three years ago, so solId tnat it could
- not be m01'e than dented with a heavy sledge wt-l'en placed on an anvil,
'is- to-day represented hy a lot of iron dust or rnst, some of which
- is the so-called iron shale, and a fe-w pieces of iron.
J\Iost of these shale balls, 'when exposed to the action of the
atmosphere, have a tendency to disappear rapidly, or to oxidize
into hard compact iron shale, but when not so exposed; as when
embedded in the silica, they oxiuize vcry slcnvly.
It 15 very likely,
from the association of the pieces of the so-called iron shale,
which is found in great ahundance on the plain for scYcral miles on
all sides of the crater, and from the fact that this hani, compact
'iro11 shale often shows more or less cn1'vature (indicating that it
-in all prohability had hcen once a part of an ul10xiJizcd shale ball iron
mcteorite). that the surrollnding plain was strC\Yll with perhaps thousands of these nl10xidized shale ball iron meteorites a few minutes
after the impact. It is also vcry near1y prove(l that at least most of
the small Canyo11 Diahlo irons 1'cprescnt the residual unoxidizable
portions of such shale ball iron meteorites, the oxidizable portion
having heen cOl1vt'rtcll either into iron shale or rust, -which rust was
probably blown away almost as {;Lst as it formed by the violent salld
carrying winds of the region, \Yherever £1Jch meteorites were exposed
to their actiorL You \Yill note tfiat the map shows that a discovery
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\yas made some time ago, nearly fIve miles from the crater, of a
1l11!l11x:r of pieces of iron sbale and a ll111llber of ordinary very small
Canyon Diablo siderites grouped together. This means that a shale
ball meteorite of prolJahly considerable size fell on this spot and that
the shale and the iron, as represented on the map, are all that remains
of it. This peculiar association of the two, iron shale and small iron
mcteorites, is too marked here and in other instances to admit of any
other explanation.
I am willing to admit that the finding of man)" and especially the
great pieces of ordinary Canyon Diablo meteoric iron, weighing frequcntly over 300 and in OIle specill1en over 1000 pounds, which arc
110t now surroundcd by any iron shale, docs not seem to be in agreement with this theory. Again. OTIe of these large iron meteorites,
with no shale sl1lTotll1uillg it, \vas found slightly embedded, but \vith
a point protruding, in the silica and rock fragments 011 the northeast
slope of the mountain. and almost immediately beneath It within a
fe\\' feet;· Jhcre was fonnd a large shale ball meteorite with a solid
iron center. It is ctrtain that neither had been moved appreciably ~o)-<.- U
since they came to rest in the silica and ejected rock fragments.
PossilJly these large, deeply pitted, and many of the small meteorites,
both of which we know as ordinary Canyon Diablo side.rites, were
individual meteorites trailing behinu the cluster. It has been suggested
that they afe fragments due to the bursting in the atmosphere of
a larger mass. Their shape, howen:"r 1 does not indicate this. It
has also been sugguted that they \\'ere hnrkd out of the crater
at the time of the impact, but this seems to me improbable. The
characteristic pittings of the large Canyon Diablo siderites strongly
suggest the idea that these cavities were once filled with globular
11la;;~C::i of shale hall iron, which have disintegrated upon exposure to
the actiull of the carth's atmosphere. B'\;lt v:@ have no flF.mf of thi". -1'"" -tr_ ~.<r_
I am also willing to admit that a few very large irregular masses of
iron shaLe, as shown all the map, have bC'en found which by their
present shape would indicate that the iron rneteorite, from \vhich
they are ctrtain1y dcri\'ed, may not han:' heell as globular as the vast
majority of the shale balls which \\'e have found, \\'e have not yet
found any characteristic Canyon Diablo siderites amollg the remains
of the sllale balls \\'hich have disintegrated since they have been in
onr possession. :;:\or have we found them in allY of the disintegrated h'1---YY~ tV.... ~ro. f.-,.-.-....j
shale hall;; which han~ oxidized ·in sitll in tIll' silica on the outer slopes ~t~. ~~"'" 'ZI.-.-..:, "-v-_
of the mountain, Xotwithstandillg these facts, the evidence is quite
.-~ ___ _
4.;'). r.-d'--L'_'L_~
strongly conftrmatory of the theory that Illany of the smaller, and
especially the vcry sll1~... ll, Canyon Diablo siderites have been derived
frull1 the disintegration of shale ball meteorites great and small.
There i.e; a characteristic shape among many of them which points
to a common origin and is opposed to the theory that they are fragtlle:llts dnc to the renuing of. a largc mass of iron; at least after it
clltered the earth's atmosphere. Less than a dozen specimens, varying from a few grains or ounces to scycral pounds in weight, have
hee:n fuund, howcvcr, ill ,dlich there are small cracks suggestive of
the fact that till' iron has been subjected to a certain amount of strain
and rending. These cracks afC so small alld have been so seldom
oLscryed that I do not think importance should be attached to them
in this connection,
A conclusion which we can deduce from these facts and those
II

\yhich \v111 he huC'aftcr :-.htc(l, is that the crater \yas not mane 'by a
single giant meteorite, I-mt rather by a compact clll~,ter or swarm of
m;]llY thou~and~, of shale ban meteorites and also possihly of other
iron meteorites, as explained above, traveling together as the bead, or
part of tllC head, of a small comet. Those which fell outside of the
crater, on this theury, ,vere probably stripped oJI from the cll1ster in
its passage throl1gh the atmosphere, or pcrb,lps they had bee11 trai1ing
behind -it in space) or had l}l'cn tra-vc1ing with it concentrically surrou1lding it, yet separated from it by considerable dista1lces. They
wn111d, of ccmrse, hayc hecn m11ch more retarded by the resistance
of the earth's atmosphere th;:111 the m']ln ma::::s or central c1uster} and
,,"ould have reached the earth after it did, possibly while it was
forming the crater. 'I'he concentric distribl1tion of the 111<my thousand pieces of shale (certainly derived from shale ball meteorites)
armmd the crater for a distance of five and one~half miles} is in
accord with this theory. I do not think it is prolnbIe that the
majority, if any, of these globular masses of nickel iron were
throwll out of the crater at the time of the impact They in 110
wise resemble angnJar fragments torn from a solid mass. Again,
many small 011es have been found twice 3S far from the crater as
any of the ejected rock fragments have been found. 'The evidence
to my mind is in fa'vor of the large majority of them having fallen out
of the sky upon the plain or upun the crater rim at or near the
places ,,,here they or their remaills h<1l'e been f01111(1.
The iron
centers) ,y1Wll ::;a\ycd in two and etched, show tbe \YidmanstaUcn
fignres bC<11itiflllly) as do the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites
where-I'er f01ll1d) and this, I am told by those who lw.ve made
the experiment, they 'Y011kl not do if they had been heated
beyond 700 degrees or 800 degrees Celltigrade. If they were hnrlcJ
ont of the crater by the force of the impact with sufficient violence
to have been thrown a number of miles, it would seem that they
WOllld ho-"e heen more highly heated than this.
AntI this appears all
the more reasonable when one rememhers the evidence of high temperature in the rocks immediately adjacent to the ac\'vancing projectile,
for it \yould seem that the projectile would have been as highly
heated, especially in its ollter portions, and these, it woulJ seem, arc
the very portions \yllich would have been hurled ant of the crater by
the force of the impact, if any portions of it were expelled. On the
other hand, if shale ball meteorites \Yere stripped off the outside of
the cluster in the upper atmosphere they 1Y0uld 11;1've been retarded
in their subseqnent passage throngh it anJ lYould have reached the
earth a fraction of a second, or a few seconds perhaps, later than the
main hody or cluster, and pos::>ihly, as snggested ahove, \yhile the
fragments of rock \HTe pouring out of the crater or settling 011 the
outer slopes of the rim. On this theory they would not have 1)(:'('11
very hot ,yhen they fell upon the earth. It is easi1y concuvabk that
hecallse of ail' resistance they might not only have been retarded, but
might hayc ta1«.'11 a slightly divergent course from that of the m3in
body. It is a1so easily conCCiy,lhle th;:H members of the SI';:lrt11 were
tre,tiling .';om~ distance behind the main cluster, or pcrbap:-: were St1ffounding it in space. But eyell admitting that some of them were
thrown Olit at the time of the impact, for exa1l1ple those embedded
in the silica and rock fragments on the crater rim) it is 0111y another
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argllllH:llt in favor of the crater ha\"illg beeH made by a (knse cluster
of shale ball and pos:;iLly other iron meteorites.
li tile crater \\':t~ made hy: a single gia!lt irull meteorite it is very
hard for me to realize, remembcring the toughness of this Hickel
iron, and rcnlC'lllbering the f;:ct \\'bich Pru lessur :\lagic was the
first to point out to 111e, that the temperature of such :l meteorite
travcling ill sp;lce would not be vcry 10\\', how it should han: broken
up illtO a gre:lt mlluber of vcry small pkccs. If it did not break
IIp in this manner the dip needle shcmld indicate its pre:::cnce in the
depths of the crater. It is clear, as \YC shall see, that there is not
ncarly sufficient evidence of heat illSidc or outside of the crater to
warrant the U)lldli~,ion that it \ycnt into the form of vapor or of fine
metallic mi:-;t 'when it struck. 'rhe ah~cllcc of staining" by inm aud
nickel oxides 011 a gr;'lllJ scale is ahsolutely 0ppu::icd to sHch a theory.
It shuuld be stated also that there is not the slightest cvidence, either
inside or outside of the crater, to vvarrant the conclusion tIlat the projectile was composed of anything but nickel iron; unless the finding by
me of a single slllall aerulite about one and ollc~half miles :\. 'vV. of
the crater, severa! years ago, may be regartleu as such. As stated
in my former paper, there is fairly good reason to believe that this
aerolite \\·<.ts seen to fall in the winter of 1004-5.* It is recuguized,
howcver, that it lllay have been a member of thc swarm, the central
or probably the most advanced portion of which, \\·hen it struck the
earth, \\'as the prujectile which made the crater, and which, from all
the evidence, was almost whully C01l11JOsecl of iron meteorites. From
this point of vicw the ilnding of an w~~rolitc leuds snpplJrt to the
theory that the crater \VJ.S made by a compact cluster of mdeorites.
1\0 other aerolite amI no piece of mcleoric stone has been found ill
the crater or in tLe vicinity of it. Surd} il1 all our expluration and
CUllstaIlt s.carcll during ::;ix years we would have found ::;ome additional evidence of the bct had the crater Leen maue by the impact
of a stony 1l1ctcurik or a cluster fonncd in large pan uf StUllY mdeurites. \Ye have searched ycry diligently for such evidence, both inside
awl outsiJe of the crater. If it was in part a StOllY meteurite or
a cluster composed largely of s.tony meteorites, it seems certain tInt
\\'t' \yould have fouIltl somc small pieces of meteoric stOll), material
in the shafts, in the drill holes, or attached to the malty thuLlS<lllds of
pieces of nickel iron or nickel iron uxide \\"hich \ye han: found. The
il11ding of the remains of shale balls in the talus all the iilSidc slopes
of tlle crater, as described !xJmY, fun;shcs additio-;wl sllpLJort to ·t"he
theory that the crater was nude by the impact of a compact cluster
of meteorites.
Profes:,;ur ::\Iagie checked during the past Sl1ll1111Cr the ubsefvatiollS
of ~rr. :\rarcus flaker, of the L-llited States Coast and Geodetic Survey, which \\·ere made ill bchc:lf of the 'C'llited States Geulogical
Sune)", \\11<:11 the latter l11J.ck an ex:amillatiOll of the ,Tater in 1891.
Like ::\1r. naker, Professor 11agie fillds no systenntic variations of the
magnetic declination or the magnetic dip in different parts of the floor
of the crater, such as (llle \\"otlld expect if there were a Jarge mass
of iron huried l.lCl1cath it; I mean a ma:-;s of the size which was

*COOI1 JIoul1tdill and Its CruteI', Proceedillgs of the Acadctwy of
.Yotllral Scit'IICCS of Pl!iludl,/tliia, Dccr.:mbtt, 19 05, PI)· 883-88:;;
.lJ!Jlcric(lu ]oUJ"Jwl of Scicl1£"e, Vol. XXI, J10)" 19 u6 , P/>· 317-355.
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necessary to procitlce the crater. From preliminary tests the shale
ball irons and the or(linary Canyon Di3blo irons seem to possess a
low magnetic permc::dJility, If 1.111S is the Glse, and if the mass exists
in many fragments or as separate shale b<111 meteorites and possihly
ordhlary Canyon Diablo silleritcs, the lack of any magnet ic inuications
of their presence may be accounted for.
Professor i\lagie intends to examine the magnetic properties of
the iron in the ncar future.
'fElt Mf,TI~ORIC lRO:.::\ ~\::\D ~lORE PARTIC'Cl,ARLY NICKEL mox oxmEs
rO"C:\j) !X 'l'ltr: no]"rO:\f 01" 1'IIE CRXr(R BY TIn: DR1I,T,"

Before describing the meteoric material brcmght up by tbe ch"ill
from the depths of the crater I shou1d 110t neglect to state that the
remains of one or more shale balls were found in a tunnel driYcn in
the bins at the hase of the limestune cliffs on the northern side of
the crater, not very far above the kycl of the central pblll whic11
forms its visible Hour. f\bo that one or two ordinary Canyon Diablo
iron meteorites have heen f01mcl high up 011 the inner slopes of the
crater and jllst inside the rim.
011r drillillg has disc10sed at a number of places in the depths of
the crater the C:\i:-::tc11<.'e of undoubted meteoric rnaterial admixed with
the rock fragments. It is 1.1s11ally f011l1l1 where "\ve find c01lsiderable
quantities of Variety .:\ or of Variety n of the metamorphosed sandstone, but it is also found scattered through the silica ;111<.1 other rock
fragments 000 and odd feet below the floor of the cr<1ler.
This
meteoric material is 01tl'n in the form of small spcck~ of nickel iron
oxide, some of which seem to have minute metallic centre~3 (possibly
schreibersite). These are ohtained by grinding the little specks of
oxidized material in an agate mortar. This meteoric materia1. "\yhich
invariably rcacts strong1y for nickel, was found in places quite abundantly, admixed ·with the fragmcntGry material filling the bottom of
the cratt:'L 'The di~.co\'cry of a number uf pieces of '-aridy Blast
summer in the fragmentary material unc1crn('(lth the lake sediments,
or at a depth of about TOO fect below the crater Door (snpposed to
represent at least approximately the original visible floor of the crater
an hour after the impact), which specimens were locally covered with
a film or stain of, or abundantly st11dd('(1 \dth, little speck,..; of exactly
the same oxithzed meteoric material which we had previou,:,ly hrought
up with our drill from the depths of the crater, probably shows us
just what it is that we ha\"c been bringing up with the drill, 11<1n1<..'1y,
original sparks (bits of once burning l11etzd) or the result of the
flame produced by vaporized metallic iron and nickel.
There
can he no doubt that the drill, 'shell cutting through similar fragments of Yaricty B and of Variety A 1ih(~ratcd many of the;;e
small parbdcs or specks of mcleoric material, which, 'as I think
can
safely as>'Ullled, represellt flame and sparks due to friction.
That there mtl~t have been a great cleal of sHch flame and vast
numhers of big amI little sparks is certain, just as ·we have seen
tbere "\vas a certain amount of fusion of the rocks \\"h1C11 were
penetrated by the meteorite or cluster of meteorites, 'rhe vaporization
or fusion of the metal composing the projectile was, ho\ycvcr, as
I think, confined to its outer portions, or (as in the case of the rock
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affected) to a 'i'e}'y small portion of the entire mass; that is to say,
to the purtions which were actually ill contact with the rock which
wa::, being .lJenctrated. This vaporized metal and the sparks or \Jits
of fusing llwtal have, when admixed with the silica, as would naturally be expected, combined \vith it and formed a somewhat slag like
and often vesicular material (iron nickel silicate I assume) containing
minute cayities or hubbIes showing the action of escaping gases.
Tllis slaglike material abo ahyays reacts strongly for nickel, and it
must be rc:membered that the rocks of the region do not contain a
trace of this metal. \\'hereyer it is found in this locality it is certainly
due to the presence of portions of the meteorite or meteorites which
fell at the time the crater was made.
It must always be borne in mind that if the projectile struck so
hard as to be totally vaporized, not only, in my opinion, woultl ~herc
have been a very shallow crater and greater fusion of the target (the
arenaceous limestone was perfectly adapted to the making of slag),
Lut this vapor would have condellsed instantly and most of the rock
fragments and silica, instead of being almost snow white, as in the
case of the silica, and wonderfully free from iron, ·would necessarily
be abundantly staineu by oxiues of iron and nickel, both inside and
outside of the crater. 'l'here is no escaping this conclusion. Think
for a moment what an enormous amount of nickel iron vapor ·would
have been produced by the volatilization of a mass of iron of sufficient
size to have made this great crater.
A fact of interest in this connection is that where the drill finds
the meteoric material representing fusion of the projectile to be most
plentiful in the depths of the crater, 600 and odd feet below the
visible floor (between IIOO and 1200 feet below the original plain
level), there is immediately underneath a bed of ycry white and very
fine silica or rock fionr, \vhich, so far as w·c k11o"v, contains no
meteoric material. :!\or has any ever been found below it. 'I'his is
certainly strong,ly opposed to the theory that there has been much
oxidatioH of meteoric iron (shale ball iron or any other kind) in the
depths of the crater, at least in its central portion. From this point
clown the drill encountered in all of the 23 holes sunk below this
level more amI more compact sandstone, until it passed into the
absolutely unaltered lower portions of the white or gray sandstone
and into the unaltered Red Beds strat1£lm.
In all 28 holes were
drilled in the central portion of the crater and not less than I4
encountereel this undoubted meteoric material at oehveen 450 and
680 feci, the greatest depth at which it has been found. This was
in hole Ko. 20. In a large majority of the holes it \\'as found very
sparsely distributed, in a few of them more or less abundantly, but
never, except in the hole above mentioned, forming more than a very
small percentage of the fragmentary material brought up by the drill.
CONCLUSIONS.

To recapitulate, some of the principal arguments against the steam
explosion theory arc (l\o. 1.) No rocks of igneous origin in or
around the crater. (No.2.) 1\0 eviucnce whatever of solfataric
activity. (Ko.3.) The finding of unaltered sandstone in place in the
bottom of the crater in its proper stratigraphical positiou. (No.4.)
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Proved simultaneity in time between the formation of the crater an,d
the deposition of the meteoric material found on the surrounding
plain, and especially among the ejected rock fragments. (1\0.5.) The
formation of Variety A of the metamorphosed sandstone in
various degrees of metamorphism, with its slaty strUCiture
showing great lateral pressure, or pressure radiating from the
advaNcing projectile; also the formation of Variety B of the
metamorphosed sandstone; and as part of these facts evidence of
just such fusion of the sandstone as \-vould have taken place under the
influence of a slldden ?-nd very great, but not long continLlcd, rise of
temperature, which could not have taken place, it is safely assumed,
if there had been snch a great single steam explosion as has been
advanccd to account for this crater. (No.6.) The fact that the
ejected rock fragments were deposited, generally speaking, in the
reverse order in which they occur stratigraphically. (No.7.) The
formation of, and especially the distribution of, vast ql1antities of
silica or rock flour on the outer slopes of the rim of the crater and
in the depths of the crater itself. (:\0. 8.) The roundlless of the
crater, especially when studied in connection with the remarkable
symmetry exhibited inside and outside i that is to say, by
the dip of the strata, by tbe two fields of big boulders (angular
limestone fragments) which were thrown out to the east and west,
_
by the fact that a much greater amount of ejected material was
~'" ~ A...)...A--J- J-i....-.--f"
"7--,
.,
~ ~l.."-J...I1l"own to the south than elsewhere, by the fact that thIS matenal IS
?h::... 02.r ./-4.-u",,- -.--=-lA- <--,
more comminuted than elsewhere; all of which facts, \vhen contHA'\.... W_'''-L'_/L<.-''I'- ~;:, v,:-' f>" ~~ered together, are suggestive of impact and would he impossible
~j..-L.4.-.c.A-- J... f,..-<-.r....·o.-<--1 I--<--c<"--<-U:ndcr the steam explosion theory, (Ko. 9.) The vertical bodily
A.-u-.-.c 4--1:"",;-- ~~<--- -~'1 uplifting of the strata, forming a portion of the southern wall for
~).-'h--.~ L _ ~"{,_:-,, l,.-~ ~ one-l~alf mil~ in l~llgth, with th~ turning backward of t~le same strata
.
.
r
V>-'~ J': t--L~n eIther SIde, 111 a way whIch not only, as I tlunk, precludes
7L..)I..---'- •.'"
1'1--.......
'~.d j.-,LL,,; the Tossibility ~f the efftct ha~ing been produced by a .steam
J-v"j~~,~ h-v!---. '{-L.--J'
ploslOn, but wi11ch suggests that 1t was produced by somethlllg havmg
>f-f-'--''-'c.~<---,.-'"7:. :1i,A. ~ s--·i--·< - been driven underneath like a wedge. (No. 10.) The fact that the
~ .::...-t--- ~"7....-.. z:::....~ >~, crater is situated in almost the exact center of an area on \vhich
,~..... L ..._>- 17<.--,"7:';'_/ -f.,; ..~fuore iron meteorites have been found than on all of the rest of the
surface of the earth, added to the fact, as stated above, that it is
proved that these iron meteorites fell at the same time that the
crater was made. (::\0. II.) The finding of undoubted meteoric
:;4~', HP.~t t.-J"'~' ~-~ material not only deeply embedded -in the talus at the base of the
zt..-... k . r, S. /{ '7 }-J---L~
limestone cliffs and underneath the lacustrine deposits, but also,
which is conclusive, fiv€! and six hundred feet below the floor of the
#~ 1l.J4. ,~ /;L_~ crater in association with the two varieties of the metamorphosed
#-f'l...-·)~ U~-l P~7)''' ",Z,sandstone and with the other fragmentary material \vhich fills the
4l--'rl---~J~''l-~ .-;>-1--:....,~- 5?-' tT; lower portion of the crater.
These are the principal arguments \vhich occur to me at present.
but there are many others which. as I think, render the steam exploSlOn theory or any other theory based upon manifestation of volcanic
activity absolutely untenable. \Ve are therefore forced back to the
theory ~impact. against \vhich in all of the diligent exploration,
which has been extended over a period of SIX years, we have not
fo . . mrl a single fact great or smalL
The only arg1.1ment \vorth considering against the meteoric
hypothesis is that there are 110 systematic variations of the magnetic
c-.,

...... -

:x-
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detihMtion,. ot of' the lliagnctic' dip, iri or around the crater. From
stith eXiie;rirIl'ents' as" \vt' h~i ve been able to make it is believed that
thefe'might be many thousands (;f shale ball or other iron meteorites
ill·,·.tlH'~l bottom .o-f the crater, the 'cumbined magnetic field of which
would not effect the dip needle at a distance of 500 or 600 feet, (In
this cOI',lilectichi' dote- .the experiment described u'ndcr the final heading,
'fWhat:Mii become of tbe projectile ?"). The shale ball iron and also
iron oxide, as I UlHlerstand, both shO\v intrinsic magnetization; from
,thid~::;lt1'l8 ~l1~glled that the irregularly distributed masses in the bottom
df·'th<Vd-atei,-:iiNo11 1d nc'ntralize each otlH:r's fields. Besides.' the probability :is,,'·ct'.Imt ··the magnetic lines of force of the mass where it
probably lies v.;Quld not deviate l11uch from the earth's lines.
L>Sinte "dre" facts .ate as I have stated them to be it would seem
the-.that .it is idle to further discuss the origin of the crater. It
is 'prove<.f ·from this overwhelming 'array of facts that some extra
t~rTe'str,i~{l body....;......snpposedly a giant iron meteurite composed of both
kinds :of iron which I have .descrihed. or as no\v seems much more
p'tdrJahle, '~.' dense' swann or cluster of .irun meteorites composed of
sh:~1e d:)'alls'· al1{L perhaps also of ordip~l.ry Canyon Diablo, sideriteset4fd:.e(i 'the "crater.l The.' _discussion, therefore, should henceforth be
na'rh')\\ted,dclwft.to ,what \\'a5 the nature of ,this lnighty projectile and
what has become of it, which is by far the most interesting visitor
or gg1'611P vf visit()TS, from outer space (if which we have any rec~rd_
Sekiat ·vie axe:'Htterly mia-hIe to aCCQunt for sHch a mass of nickel iron
ai:r;c<1}f,il.:tf have ·wade this. great hole in the rocky surface of the earth, ~ "":::::-----"
a mass which. as has been very r'oughly estimated, probably weighe4tJ7.~
itl;-·e~t:ei;'s lbf':'a ·million tons. It would seem that it must have been
se*era-t.'htTn:(fred feet iil clial1letcr; for conservatism let us say three
h'{ftfdi'ed·' feet; . A "crY fe:w"thousand tons is all that we are able so
faf·tO:!~.cCOl.tht-:·f'Or 'On any" .reason;:lble .hypothesis, both iuside and outsktci· o"i',tihe 'crater; a!1(1.1l1ost of this, as we shall see, can probably be
exCluded from' the calculation, This is 110t enough_ \Vhere is the
otHer :"lli'f1et~'~ninc:, per cent, plus?

to'

·WHAT,HAS nECOME Or! TH.Tt P.RoJEC'l'ILI~?

"the follO\\<ing facts a'lTd coric1usions are given at the risk.of .repeti..
tfhfi', ~9· t'hat the argut1lent may be easily followed:
: S"irice
c;:lnJlismiss as:.unworthv of discussion, if 110t impossiule,
ttl~:.'\:.ih,d6f'Y:· (h<1t,.,.the ·,,'hoie initss,
the projectile after striking the
ea:'~~~' ~ebouncled into ~pa<;e, or rebounded so high that when it again
f~Ar ~1I?()~ the .'ea.rth -it. sank:, for .example, beneath the \vaters of the
Paci~c ()cean (for.It is now here, on the treeless rocky plain which
s~l~.[~~md,s the 'crater. for
mil~s), it seems to me that the discusSiGJll: is. narrowed dmvn to
·.~.<'4S., \Vas the projectile broken into many small pieces and thrown
o~lLof the crater after having pcnetrated, as has been proved, bctween
I~~:'alld, I20.0 feet,of rock?

we

of

many,

(B)

Has

it

disappeared i;l the crater through oxidation or from

any other cause?
. ee)

Is it still somewhere and in some form in the depths of the

crater i

:We shan take up first the consideration of A, which is, in effect,
ap ..thee l?!!.!.cc,s, o~ ,nickel iron or nickel iron oxide, shale ball or

are

otherwise, which we find distributed around the crater to an extreme
distance of approximately five and one-half miles from it, fragments
of the mass which made the crater? It seems to me now that this
must be answered in the negative, for we know or have strong reason
to believe
1. That all of the nickel iron shale which we find distributed about
the crater to the extreme distance mentioned is due to the terrestrial
oxidation of shale balls.
2. That the original shape of the great majority, if not of all. of
these shale balls was roughly globular, rounded, pear. almond or egg
shape, often, as among the specimens now converted into hard dense
iron shale, very distinctly pointed at one end.
3. That they are therefore not fragments of anything, but that
most of them, if not all, were separate individuals when they fell.
This we know not only from finding more than a hundred shale balls
at considerable distances one from the other in the upper portion of
the silica and rock fragments on the outer slopes of the crater rim,
but also from the frequently observed grouping of many slightly
curved pieces of iron shale of characteristic shape far out on the
plain and removed from any other iron shale by hundreds of yards,
which is indicative of the fact that a shale ball fell and disintegrated
at this spot.
4. That the iron centers of these shale balls upon section show in
all cases the Widmanstatten figures, and also that the Canyon Diablo
siderites, great and small, also always show somewhat different
Widmanstatten figures when cut and etched.
5. That they could not show these figures upon section if these
picces of meteoric iron had ever been heated beyond 800 degrees
Centigrade. If they were fragments hurled out of the crater, many
to great distances, at the time of the impact because of the splitting
up of the projectile, it seems certain that not only would their shape
be angular and otherwise indicative of the fact, but it is also reason
ably certain that many of such fragments would have been white
hot when they left the crater. It has been suggested that they may
have been drops of liquid molten iron. This is clearly impossible
for a number of reasons. For example, such drops could not have
held together for considerable distances. In this connection it should
be remembered that the remains of some of the shale balls have been
found approximately five and one-half miles distant from the crater,
much further than any of the ejected rock fragments. Also that
some of the very small shale balls, now converted into hard, dense iron
shale, have been found several miles from the crater. Therefore,
as has been pointed out, it is practically certain that these were not
ejected from the crater. The distance, in all probability, is too great.
The fact that the large spurts or jets of white sandstone fragments
are confined, practically speaking, to the northeast one-third of the
crater rim. and the further fact that most of the shale balls which
we have so far found embedded in the silica and rock fragments,
have been found, so to speak, between these spurts, strongly suggest,
as I am willing to admit, that some of the shale balls were thrown out
of the crater at the time when the jets or spurts of white sandstone
were squeezed out of it. (See Appendix.) It should also be remembered that it is certain that the shale balls do not owe their
n
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present glohular shape to weathering in situ in the silica or in the
soil on the outside plain. Anyone \\'ho has dug them out of the
almost snow white silica and observed the very small amount of
concentric staining by which they are surrounded, does not need to
be further convinced of this fact. The oxidation of the iron having
proceeded equally fast from the outside inwardly, the present shape
of the iron center is also conclusive proof that the original shape
of the complete meteorite was not very dissimilar. From all of
these facts and arguments it is highly probable, if not proved, that
most at the so-called shale ball meteorites so far found fell out of
the sky indepelldently of the main mass or cluster, and as separate
individuals struck the earth at or \vithin a few feet of the places
where we now find them or their remains, and therefore had nothing
whatever to do with the formation of the crater.
6. That a large -majority of the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites
are, in all probability, merely residuals from the decomposition of
the shale LalIs.
(N. B.-It will be noted thal I say the large
majority. for I cannot yet bring myself to believe that all of the
.
Canyon Diablo siderites were once parts of shale balls.) (114--( C/l-LV1. ..... < ,--,,-J"~0' '.1'_ (J~~ 'h'-"-1
7. Even supposing that the amount of nickel iron or nickel iron yLv~~ l. ..:~~ ~
oxide which has been found concentrically distributed on the plain
round about the crater (not to exceed IO tons, which is an outside estimate) represents only about one-half of one per cent. of the amount
or iron which was so distributed immediately aftcr the impact. and
supposing that it was all part of the projectile which made the crater,
we would have something like t\'m thousand tons as the total weight
of the projectile. This is on the supposition, in my opinion clearly
erroneous, that aI! of the projectile was hurled out after the impact
except that now represented by the finely divided nickel and iron
oxide which we have found in the depths of the crater. Even when
this is added there would be represented a mass \vhich is absurdly
small when the great size of the crater (three-quarters of a mile in
diameter) and the enormous amount of energy which has been ex':'
pentled is remembered. In short, even if we double or treble the
weight of all the meteoric iron which we can reasonably assume to
have existed a moment after the impact, either outside or inside of the
crater, frol11 all the masses and particles of iron or of iron oxide
which 'we ha~Fe found, it is not conceivable, in "iew of the facts presented, that a meteorite or cluster of meteorites of such relatively
small weight could have done the work:
By exclusion this brings us to the consideration of B, that is to
say, has the meteoric material of which the projectile was formed
oxidized in the bottom of the crater since the fall, and to all intents
and purposes disappeared, having been carried off by percolating
waters, or has it practically disappeared through any other agency?
This also must be answered in the negative, since
1. An of the oxidized meteoric material which v. 'e have so far found
in the depths of the crater by means of the driIl-in the aggregate
representing at the niost, in my opinion, only a few hundred tons of
nickel iro11-is in an exceedingly fine state of subdivision, and is
known to have been plastered on, as if it had been thrown against,
Variety B, and is often found in connection with Variety A of the
metamorphosed sandstone, as well as in the silica. 11any of these
19

particles of meteoric iron oxide are so small as to be seen with
difficulty by the unassisted eye. Some of the larger of these particles are shown to contain what appear to be metallic cores, or it
may be schreibersite, when rubbed in an agate mortar. (The oxide
or iron shale forming part of shale balls found on the outside of the
crater frequently show thin bright streaks or small maSses of what
I have been informed is schreibersite.) This does not indicate
complete. oxidation even of such minute particles. In this connection it is not improper to point out that if the mass struck hard
enough to split up into these minute particles, it would have
split up in this way, in all probability, at the instant it struck, and
long before it penetrated some IlOO to 1200 feet of solid rock~ It
.
·r
,......." Jl.-'l-~ /',)"/, .." ' , , ' ' is certain that the bits of metal represented by these particles, which
.t---£--<..<-'1:<>-t=,) ,f_(h,,-,,-(~ ;? are now either in the form of nickel iron oxide or nickel iron silicate,
k £<..-6- ,_ t--- 2,(; vO /,.;,..
and ,vhich vary from mustard seed to pin heads in size, though
occasionally somewhat larger, could not in themselves do much in the
way of penetrating rock. (It is of course recognized that their brittleness and the grinding action of the drill when it detached them.
/1")' ,;. c.~"-' r.- ~ from the metamorphosed sandstone, to which in some cases they
were doubtless adhering, have contributed to their apparent smallness
in size.) It is perfectly safe to assume that the small mass of nickel
iron, which would be represented by the aggregate weight of all of
these minute particles of nickel iron oxide, could not have made
such a crater, even if it had been moving at the highest speed meteorites are known to have in space and irrespective of the retardation,
whatever it may have been, of the earth's atmosphere. The smaller
the mass the greater the retardation. And in this connection it must
not be forgotten that if the mass struck at such very high speed it
could not, in my opinion, have penetrated to the proved depth of
over IIOO feef, because the energy \vould have been largely expended
in the deformation of the projectile. If it had been traveling at such
speed we would have had, besides a very shallow crater" abundant evidences of fusion of the rocks and volatilization of the projectile.
Conversely, the fact that the projectile was not volatilized and the
fact that we know that it penetrated over 1I00 feet through solid
rock, furnish, as it seems to me, quite strong proof that the mass,
when it struck and began to penetrate the horizontal strata, was not
moving at a very high speed, considering the speed at which bodies
in space are knov\rn to travel; also that the weight of the mass was
very great.*
2d. \Ve do not find enough evidence of heat or of staining to
justify us in the belief that all of the great metallic projectile, whatever its form, went at any time into this state of subdivision.
3d. The evidence also is all against its having gone into a state
of vapor at the moment of impact. In this connection it is only
necessary to again point out that the absence of staining on a grand
scale, in the depths of the crater and outside, is practically conclusive
proof that the projectile did not either go into the form of vapor or
of metallic mist upon impact, for a small amount of such metallic
vapor or mist, so to speak, would have caused an immense amount

* In this connection, hm.1)e~~'er, and in connection with the third
argument below, see the recent interesting remark of Professor
H. N. Russell, which is gil'en in the Appendix at the end of this paper.
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of stall11ng of the rock fragmcnt~ and silica,/\ If this negative proof 4"- u::... u:...l.--7-=_....J~_~-v<> ~
is not sufficient the absence of evidences of fusion of the rocks OIl a
Z~'~"<-J ,),. M ____ ~ ..'v-.~,
grand 5,calc coupled \\'ith it, \\'oul<l seem to be cOIlc1usl\'e that the
~_ r ~i!L~ : , -hG ;-,,-,,,
projectile was not vaporized and did not go illto the form of metallic J<_~c/l<-~
6- f-.-'( 5' "- ~
Ij,~ ;~L--.~ ""';"'£4
mist. It is argued \\'ith force, on the other hanel, that something very
solid ;Jt1(1 illcompres;;ible penetrated deeply into the white or gray
sandstone, hundreds of feet below the original kvd 0 f the plain
where it struck It is necessary only to remember ill this connection
the peculiar slaty cleavage so frequelltly ShOWI1 by \~ariety A of the
metamorphosed sandstone. How can this be explained otherwise?
4t1~. The body of llllstainell and almost snow white silica immediately underneath the horizon where \ve fimlmost of the finely JiYicled
but undoubted meteoric mai erial, precludes the possibility of any large
mass of iron having oxidized ill this horizon, at least \y11ere \ve have
exple,rcd it. '1.'he amount of iron and nickel oxide \vhich has been
found in thc central area of the crater prospected by tIte drill has been,
after aU, as pointed out, ollly in the aggregate probably less than a
thousand tons; certainly not enough, especially \vhen reJuced back
to a mct<illic condition, to account for marc than an exceedingly small
fraciion of such a mass as \yas required to make the crater, even
as:-3ll1uing high speed. This much might easily ha\'c b(;cn throwll
off as sparks (some of it, as has been proved, being vaporized") from
a very large projectile or a Llrge, compact cluster of shale balls and
/
other l11cteoriles whik penetrating some twelve hundred f..-:ct of rock. .:1-6 0 (::>
By further exclusion we arc now brought to the cOl1siderat;on of
C, that is, is the mass \yhich made the crater still in it at some
undiscovered place and in some form? In my opinion, th::::: question
mu~t be answered affirmatively.
'fhc only argument -which now seems to be worthy of serious
consideration agaillst this conclu,;;ion is that the magnetic dip needle
has not show11, in two carefully ma(le surveys -within the crater and
immediately outside of it, any variation from the" usual dip in this
region; that is to say, anywhere \vithin a ten or twenty-mile radius
of the crater. As against this theory we kIlo\V that a box half full of
shale balls and ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites weighing in an
llt:ariy 200 POlllH1s, \-vas brought directly under the dip needle in an
exc-ellent instrument, in fact, Letween the legs of the tripod 011 wbich
the instrumcnt \Vas mounted and within three feet of the instrumcnt
itsel f. alld yet no mOVUllcnt of the needle was noticed.
It would
secm justiftable, therefore, to conclude that a vast number of similar
llla~Se:'i of mdeoric inm may oe hidden ilL/he denths.of .the c:rater, five
';L -0/'-->- ~<--?z.-........~ /<-l,;~~ ,
to :5e\'en hundred feet below the sunacc!'.,without Hie needle in the
instrument sbowing any variation of dip because of their presence.
\\'e afe thus compelled to conclude that the mass \vhicl! maGe the
cra1er, and \vhich, as has been suggested above, may have been the
metallic head of a small comet, lies in the bottom of it somewhere;
for if it was a compact cluster of iron meteorites which made the
crater-th(;re is certainly a great deal of evidence ill favor of this
thc(\;"y and none against it-it would seem from the evidcnce most
unlikely that any nmsidcrablc IJortion was expelled after the cluster
.
had pCl1etrated some I lOa to 1200 feet of limestone and sandstone."- ~J.~5-7 ~ J-l--~C~'-,
•
_ .r2./-- I' .... ?<~.f~ Suo 0
strata. \\'hC11 the metalli.c mass is found, It would seem probable hl-4' 1-.
~
that it will be found to have partially oxidized, much after
4,. ; ) __

2I

the manner of the huried shale halls, in i,yhkh event it would
still possess great commercial vahle.
As yet we do not know
where it is in the large area covered by the crater, b11t I personally
think it probable that, in the form of a vast nmnber of shale balls
and perhaps Canyon Diablo siderites lying more or less closely together, most of it \vil1 be £on11(l far over in the southern or sot1theastern portion of the crater, \vh~;-prospecting by the drill has
been done, and that some of it. if not the larger part ofJt:, will be
{oHnd underneath the perpendicular cliffs which form the southern
wall. (U. b~ k'~ '(7_ Vi p,.-A44LaP ______ &~ L:----; ""._o.A.~~~
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Since the above paper was read Professor H. N. Rllssell has made
a s1.1ggestion to the allthor "which interests him greatly, and on the
theory, \vhich now seems so plausible, that the mass which made the
crater was ,composed of many thol1sands of shale balls and ordinary
Canyon Diablo iron meteorit('s, explains (1111te satisfactorily many of
the facts which he has encleayorcd to describe, Briefly it is this.
The meteoric mass, in passing throllgh the atmosphere, would necessarily pllsh before it a grei'lt mass of compressed and highly heated
air. There would be no time for this air to escape sidcwbe to any
great extent. A mass of the great size (perhaps several hundred
feet in diameter) neceso;ary to account for all the phenomena observed, moving at 15 to 38 miles per second-which is the sort of
velocity to be cxpected-\vould cut out a "wad" of air going through
the atmosphere like a charge of shot going through a board in front
of the muzzle of a shotgun. The total mass of this entrained air
might be as great as that of the original meteorites.
In this \Yay
the biow at the earth's sllrface \yoll1d be to a certain degree cushioned,
which \yould help to account for the ahsence of notable evidences of
vo1ati1izat~on of the iron. 'fhe mass of hot air ·would be fairly driven
into the sandstone and limestone strata by the flrst impact, and would
then escape llP\Y(lHl aroulld the advancing projectile and be very
efficient in removing the pulverized and shattered rock, 311(1 so in
digging the cratcr.
This cl1shion of air, as it seems to me, \Yould not only eX1)lain why
the sha1e ball ana ordinary Canyon Diablo iron meteorites were not
deformed or hroken by the impact, but, on the theory that the cll1~ter
held together, shedding. perhaps, a tlllmber of meteorites ct.S it pas~ed
through the atmosphere, might explain the di:stributiOll of part of the
small proportion of the mass, or the remnants tbereof, which has been
fOlmd ()ut~~ide of the crater and immediately surrounding it. That
is to say, wh..:tl the c1.1shion of c()mprc~s(:d air struck, the rock immediately in front of it was gr01111(l to impalpalJk pmvder. The entrained air then began to escape ,vilh great force around the sides
of the mass and carried llackward with it not only all the first made
pl11verize(l rock. but, during the later :-:.tages of the proce~s, stripped
off some of the ll1cteorites fro111 the o11ter portions of the cluster, and
distrihuted them through the ejected material. I still think it probahle, 11o\\,cycr, that many, if not most of the meteorites f011nd in the
l1ppefmost layers of the debris, and all of those found on the open
plain, fell directly fr0111 the sky, as stragglers following the main mass.
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The less violent escape later of some remaining portion of this
compressed air imprisoned in front of the projectile, as it advanced
through the white or gray sandstone, hundreds of feet below the
surface of the plain, may also account for the remarkable spurts or
jets of white or gr;)y sandstone fragments on the northeast onethird of the rim, and for the relativel), large number of shale balls
found embedded in the upper portion of the silica on its alIter
slopes between these spurts of sandstone. The highly heated mass
of compressed air may also be largely responsible for the formation
and distribution of Variety A and Variety B of the metamorphosed
sandstone and of the blui.3h opalescent quartz.
If this additional theory is correct-it "will be noticed that it is not
opposed to any of the principal theories advanced in the above paper
to account for the creation of the crater and the attendant phenomena,
-then it, practically speaking, proves several things. First, that the
crater was made by a great c:luster of irpil meteorites, weighing in
all likelihood not less than a million tons, for the cluster must have
had very considerable superficial area or opposing surface. Second,
that if the shale ball and other iron meteorites stripped alI the cluster
while it was penetrating the strata and carried backward out of the
crater, especially those which \vere thrown out last, were saved from
being volatilized by the ctlshion of compressed air, practically all the
rest of the cluster which remained in the crater was likewise saved
from such a fate. Third. that "ye have a very fair sample of the composition awl general characteristics of the individuals composing the
cluster in those torn off from its outer portions. Fourth, that probably upwards of ninety per cent,. of the mass lies in the bottom of
the crater or beneath the cliffs \vhich form its \valls. The mass of
compressed air having escaped fro111 in front of the projectile, it is
conceivable that there would have been an opportunity for the individual meteorites, cumposing that portion of the cluster which remained in the crater, to separate to a limited extent in the space dug
by the compressed air ahead of the cluster while the flying rock fragments \vere still in the air and before some of them settled back into
the crater amI filled its lower portion.
~

Note.-There are three collections of spccimc-Ils 'which illclude
c'verythillg from Al clear Crater to which reference has been made iH
this paper)' one at the CU}'ot Laboratory of Prillceton Ullhi ersity>
PrincL'toll, N. }.). aile at the U. S. N atiollal 111 USCWJl, rVashil1gtoJl, D.
C .• and aile at the Crater itself in Coconino COUlltJ', Ari:::ona. If it is
possible, these specimens should be studied by those 'Z£!ho are interested in the subjcct. Such a stud),! cannot fail to be of assistance
in enabling them to understand lhe ar[JIIl1lents set forth -in this paper.
But it is of far more importance that they should visit the Crater
itself, for not u-lltii olte does so can he appreciate fully all that this
alld other papers on the subject h(l'Z-'c attempted to describe.
A l1uniber of the photographs 'u'hich illustrate this paper 1Ia1/e been
taken by Prof. Gilbert Van IngC/!, of the Geological Department of
Princeton U'IIh'ersity.
His worl, in. this connection is gratefully
acknowledged.
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VIEW OF CRATER FROM W. N. W. AT DISTANCE OF SEVERAL MILES.
AT A DISTANCE THE VIEW FROM EVERY DIRECTION IS ALMOST THE SAME.
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GENERAL VIEWS OF" CRATER.
THREE QUARTERS OF A MILE FROM RIM TO RIM.

~

_ h'.J;S.

WHALE ROCK-IN

WESTERN

ONE OF THE FURTHEST-THROWN

MONUMENT ROCK-NEAR RIM

PLATE VI

IN

FIELD OF BiG BOULDERS.

LARGE FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE.

EASTERN

FIELD OF BIG BOULDER$_

ONE OF THE VERV LARGE HALF-BURIED FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE ON WESTERN SLOPE.

CHARACTERISTIC VIEW OF CRATER RIM SHOWING PLAIN IN THE DISTANCE.

BARRINGER POINT-·HIGHEST POINT ON CRATER RIM.

PLATE VII

CHARACTERISTIC V1EW OF RiM-SHOWING TILTED STRATA.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE RIM WITH PLAIN IN THE DISTANCE.

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE RIM-SHOWING OUTCROP OF SLIGHTLY TILTED UPPER RED SANDSTO~E
AND OF THE LIMESTONE UNDERNEATH.

PLATE

VIII

ONE qF THE FURTHEST THROWN

LARGE FRAGMENTS OF UMESTOf'\E-SOUTHWEST SLOPE.

VIEW ON SOUTHERN RIM -CEDAR FOREST ON PLAIN AND SUNSET MOUNTAIN !N DISTANCE.

SOME OF THE LARGE FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE IN THE WESTERN

PLATE IX

FIELD OF BIG BOULDERS.

UPPER PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS SOUTHERN SLOPE OF RIM WHILE LOWER PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS WESTERN SLOPE AND PART OF FIELD OF BIG BOULDERS.

PLATE X

SILICA NATURALLY EXPOSED IN ARROYA ON SOUTHWEST SLOPE.

CUT No. 10, ON NORTHERN SLOPE, WHERE MANY SHALE BALLS WERE FOUND.

MAIN SHAFT IN CENTER OF CRATER

PI ATF

XI

NOTE SILICA FROM SHAFT.

CORES FROM UNALTERED AND UNAFFECTED RED BEDS SANDSTONE STRATUM.

;

PIECE OF VARIETY

H

A" OF THE METAMORPHOSED WH!TE OR GRAY SANDSTONE SHOWiNG ORIGINAL
BEDDING PLANES.

PIECES OF VARIETY "A" SO PLACED AS TO SHOW THE SLATY STRUCTURE NOT ONLY AT RIGHT ANGLES
TO THE BEDDING PLANES BUT ALSO AT OTHER ANGLES WHEN COMPARED WITH THEM. THE
BOTTOM OF EACH SPECIMEN REPRESENTS AN ORIGINAL BEDDING PLANE.

PLATE XII

(GREATLY

REDUCED.)

PIECE OF VARIETY

ANOTHER

II

B I) OF THE METAMORPHOSED WHITE OR GRAY SANDSTONE SHOWING
ORJGINAL BEDDING PLANES. (NATURAL SIZE,)

PIECE OF VAR!ETY

II

B," SHOWiNG DISTORTION OF ORIGINAL BEDDING PLANES.
(GREATLY REDUCED,)

ANOTHER PIECE OF VARIETY" B," ENLARGED TWO DIAMETERS TO BETTER SHOW THE STRUCTURE
AND THE FILAMENTS OF AMORPHOUS QUARTZ.

PLATE

XIII

UPPER FOUR SPECIMENS ARE TYPICAL PIECES OF VARIETY liB,"

Specimen on left abundantly stained and specked by nickel-iron oxide. The stain is supposed to represent the effect of
flame and the dark-colored specks the effect of sparks or minute bits of burning metal. The lowest specimen is a fine example
of the bluish, opalescent quartz surrounding variety" B," and representing complete fusion of the silica.

TYPICAL METEORIC MATERIAL FROM DEPTHS OF CRATER BROUGHT UP BY THE DR!LL

The black specks represent nickel~iron oxide and nickel~iron silicate: the white specks small fragments of variety "A"
and variety" B."
The trained eye with the aid of a glass will detect a few pieces of the bluish, opalescent quartz.
Meteoric material more or less concentrated. Natural size,

SAME AS ABOVE.
It must be understood that meteoric materia! has rarely been found in the depths of the crater as abundantly

mixed with the surrounding material as shown in these photographs.

PLATE XIV

Natural size.

SHALE BALL ME.TEORITES WITH NICKEL-IRON CENTERS AS THEY APPEAR WHEN OUG OUT OF THE SIUCA.
One iron center \on the righf! is disclosed, the others are still covered by a. heavy coating of nickel-iron oxide,
or so-called iron shale. Greatly reduced.

TYPICAL SHALE BALLS WITH

Note the Wldmanstatten figures

ShOW11

NICKEL-IRON CENTERS.

on the two specimens which have been sawed in two,

Greatly reduced.

MORE OR LESS IRREGULAR MASSES OF NICKEL-IRON SHALE FOUND ON THE PLAIN AND REPRESENTING
THE DECOMPOSITION OF SHALE BALL METEORITES.
Note what appear to be the remains of Widmanstanen figures in specimen on the right, which has been s<twed in two,

All photographs on this page have been greatly reduced.

PLATE XV

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF SMALL SHALE BALL METEORITES WHICH HAVE ESCAPED DISINTEGRATION, BUT
WHICH ARE NOW ENTIRELY CONVERTED INTO HARD, DENSE NICKEL-IRON SHALE.

The middle specimen in upper row represents the pointed end of a considerably larger meteorite than the rest.
Such pointed specimens are not infrequently found. Considerably reduced,

TYPICAL

TYPICAL

EXAMPLE

PiECES

OF

OF

A

VERY SMALL OVAL SHALE BALL METEORITE NOW ENTIRELY
INTO NICKEL-IRON SHALE. (NATURAL SJZEJ

HARD, DENSE

NICKEL-IRON SHALE FOUND
GREAT NUMBERS.

ON ALL

SIDES

OF

THE

CONVERTED

CRATER

IN

Note the curvature ind:cating that they represent portions of shale ball meteorites which have disintegrated. Largest
specimen in left-hand lower corner about 2 J/z inches thick. A few specimens have been found much thicker thaI; (hi;; and
,some have been found as thin as a thin knife-blade.

PLATE XVI
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• tit • •
A NUMBER OF SMALL SHALE BALLS NOW THOROUGHLY OXIDIZED WHICH WERE FOUND ON THE OUTSIDE PLAIN.
SOME OF THESE WERE FOUND SEVERAL MILES FROM THE CRATER. AS IS THE CASE WITH ALL SHALE BALLS, OXIDATION
ROUGH AND CRACKED SURFACES.
(CONSIDERABLY REDUCED.)

PLATE

XVII

HAS PRODUCED

TYPICAL PIECES OF ORDINARY SMALL CANYON DIABLO SIDERITES, SEVERAL POUNDS IN

WEIGHT.

The specimen on the left shows a tendency to oxidize and originally was doubtless composed largely of shale" b~an iron.
Note the piece of typical nickel-iron shale firmly adhering to the lower right-hand corner. From this and ~ kt1V other
specimens which have been found with a great deal of si;nllar iron shale adhering to them it is inferred that ~ of the
smaller ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites are residualS "from the decomposition of larger masses of shale ball iron.

TYPICAL LARGE CANYON DIABLO SIDERITES.

PLATE XVIII

FIGURES REPRESENT WEIGHT IN POUNDS.

